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1) Introduction
Denudation and erosion processes are at the core of orographic evolution; continuously reshaping mountain landscapes, these mechanisms contribute to a wide variety of geological landforms. Precipitation rates, aeolian patterns, annual and diurnal temperature changes as well as local geomorphic
characteristics and anthropogenic influences all play important roles in how erosion and denudation will
affect a particular region, rock type, mineral or type of soil. The broad diversity in mountain topography
and landforms, “are rarely the result of the processes which now act upon them,” but are, rather artifacts
of processes which have been at work for millions, sometimes billions of years (Anderson, et al., 1981).
This paper offers a brief look at some of the distinguishing features of erosion and denudation processes,
as well as some of the methods used to monitor and analyse them. The investigation of erosion and
denudation is a critical aspect of geomorphology, as it offers a path to understanding what climatological, geological and biological conditions led to the creation of mountains present today. Additionally,
contemporary methods of monitoring erosion and denudation patterns allows for the detection of shifts
in these processes and the potential for subsequent mountain hazards, particularly in a rapidly changing
climate. According to the UNCED, “Mountain environments represent major ecosystems which are essential to the survival of the global ecosystem, but they are rapidly changing,” (Högger, 1992). And
although erosion is a natural aspect of mountain environments, many of the changes now taking place
have begun to threaten resources that a large percentage of global communities rely on including water,
energy, minerals, forest products, agricultural products and recreation (Norman, 2009). Lastly, while
erosion and denudation are most often associated with geological scenarios, the subject of soil erosion
has become a topic of much interest as extreme erosion events due to changes in climate, threaten the
sustainability of many traditional and contemporary agricultural methods.
In the following sections, changing rates of erosion and denudation will be explored. The methodology which was used to examine the rates of change is by organizing the processes into a fourdimensional model. The purpose of employing this perspective is twofold; first, to investigate the spatial
information necessary for monitoring through traditional 3D analysis. Then, to acknowledge and examine time, as its own independent dimension, in hopes of highlighting the degree of severity. After introducing into the dichotomy of erosion and denudation, either distinguish between physical and chemical
processes or spatial and temporal variation, the geomorphic system interactions will be highlighted.
Since mountain areas are populated by human beings the problem of natural hazards and mitigation
strategies play and an important role and shall be briefly addressed in section 4. After having covered
the spatial variations of erosion/denudation rates, some field techniques for their quantification shall be
described before focussing on the fourth dimension of change: the time. In the concluding remarks, a
special highlight is put on the issue of global environmental change affecting changing rates of erosion/denudation and why hazard mitigation and risk management are crucially important.
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2) Background - The Dichotomy of Erosion and Denudation
Erosion and denudation processes are often broken down into dichotomous categories by researchers, in an attempt to investigate their highly diverse and complex qualities in a more succinct way.
Anderson, et al., describes a number of ways this can be done; examining first the landforms and then
the respective processes which contribute to their formation, endogenous versus exogenous processes;
which chemical versus physical (sometimes also referred to as mechanical) erosion as well as spatial
versus temporal. Each of these categories rely on a different perspective in the course of analysing the
characteristics of both the processes in and of themselves as dynamic frameworks, as well as their roles
in modifying or creating landforms (Barsch & Caine, 1984). Briefly moving from the broader categorization of denudation and erosion, into more specific processes, a wide range of erosion types have been
identified and will be discussed in the following sections. Each of these erosion types depend on local
or site-specific influences of climate, topography, tectonics, geological or biological properties, atmospheric conditions and anthropogenic activity (Butler, Walsh, & Malanson, 2003). In 1991 Slaymaker,
et al., defined a ten, “distinctive mountain geomorphic systems, identified on the basis of structural
elements and spatial scale,” (Slaymaker, 1991) (see Table 1 below). Through the implementation of this
ten-part categorization method, this paper will suggest and explore the aforementioned concept of a 4dimensional approach to understanding changing rates of erosion and denudation in mountain systems.
This allows for specific investigation into spatial and temporal aspects of these systems.
2.1) Physical vs. Chemical Processes
Perhaps the most straight forward method of categorization is the differentiation between physical and chemical processes. Valleys, aretes, cirques, moraines, basins are examples of some of the ways
that physical processes can scar the landscape in mountain ranges (Anderson, et al., 1981). These landforms are created as a result of larger scale physical processes such as tectonic, volcanic or seismic
activity. Physical processes which occur below the earth’s crust are called endogenous processes and
can be attributed to the loss of heat from Earth’s core. When the upper plates of the lithosphere shift
atop the lower, weaker plates of the asthenosphere or when subduction of the weaker asthenosphere
causes the plate to shift under the lithosphere, formation of island chains like archipelagos, earthquakes,
mountains and volcanoes can occur (Barsch & Caine, 1984). From these interactions, plate boundaries
are also formed; and there are three main types: convergent, divergent and transformative boundaries.
Primarily along these boundaries is where major tectonic activity (between 7 and 8 on the Richter scale)
takes place, as well as where major earthquakes and volcanoes can be found (Slaymaker, 1991). One
example of activity is called continental convergence; and occurs when a continental shelf converges
with another continental shelf, resulting in the construction of a mountain range. Other types of tectonic
activity include contractional, extensional and strike-slip; where layers of the earth’s crust either shortens/thickens, stretches/thins or moves in lateral directions, respectively. The extent to which large-scale
physical processes effect contemporary changes in rates of denudation is difficult to assess. This owes,
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largely to the fact tectonic activity occurs on a much longer time-scale than many of the smaller-scale
processes (Herbozo, Kukowski, Clift, Pecher, & Bolaños, 2020). Rates of tectonic movement are typically measured in millimetres per year (mm/y) and significant events are most often discussed as events
which occur on geological time scales. Further investigation of the temporal dimensions related to rates
of erosion and denudation will be explored in section 2.2.

Table 1: Mountain geomorphic systems categorization as described by Slaymaker and suggested
measurement methods (Slaymaker, 1991)

Living organisms can also contribute to the eroding of a material in a type of physical erosion
called bioturbation. This primarily takes place in regions where soils are exposed to high amounts of
plant and animal activity. Repetitious fluctuation in seasonal migration routes and growth patterns subject materials to a tedious removal of fragments, are largely responsible for bioturbation of exposed
materials. These repeated actions begin chipping away at the surface aera of a rock or mineral, but do
not chemically alter the molecular structure of a rock (Dingle, Sinclair, Attal, Rodés, & Singh, 2018).
Another form of mechanical weathering or physical weathering can take place in the form of cryofracturing, also referred to as frost weathering. When water present within soil or rock freezes; physical
stress is generated, ultimately compromising its structure and creating fractures. This is a type of erosion
which is largely associated with regions that regularly experience freezing temperatures, such as alpine
regions, periglacial and polar regions and will obviously take effect to a much higher degree during
periods of abrupt temperature changes (i.e. glaciation or deglaciation). Cryofracturing may occur in the
event of rock shattering or wedging and can take place over a substantial range, spatially and temporally
(Zweifel, Meusburger, & Alewell, 2019).
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Figure 1: (above) Depicting an example of possible cryofracturing of a
granite rockface in the Rocky Mountains, Colorado. Image Source:
Elaine Wendt, 2017. Figure 2: (right) Demonstrating a simple explanation of the physical process of cryofracturing. Where water and ice interact through freezing and thawing patterns to wear down a rock
(Geography Ireland, 2016)

As physical erosion and denudation may change a rock or material’s mass and/or location,
chemical weathering involves changes made to the composition of rock. These changes often occur
when chemical agents like water or oxygen interact with the individual minerals present in a given rock
type (Postma & Jakobsen, 1996). Biological compounds can also play a significant role in chemical
erosion; causing an interaction between geological surfaces and acid present in the microorganisms of
a plant or animal. Various species of lichen and moss are commonly responsible for this type of chemical
weathering (Postma & Jakobsen, 1996). Chemical erosion processes play a major role in erosion rates
throughout regions with high precipitation rates. The extent to which a certain rock-type may become
chemically eroded depends on the unique combination of chemical properties within the rock and within
the substance which is responsible for eroding. Limestone erodes more effectively than granite, for example, in a process known as dissolution; due to the presence of calcium carbonate within the limestone
and the acidic quality of rainwater. Hydration occurs when the hydrogen molecules move into small
crevices within a rock and attach to the pre-existing molecules, creating physical pressure, and eventually forming a new mineral entirely. In mountain regions where precipitation and water have a lesser
effect on mineral erosion; oxygen plays a more prevalent role. Oxidation occurs when oxygen molecules
7

interact with a variety of minerals, causing a colour change and destabilizing the rock structure. This is
the same process which leads to the ‘rusting’ of iron and can exhibit a similar visual reaction in rocks
with higher iron content like many sedimentary rocks (Postma & Jakobsen, 1996).

2.2) Spatial vs. Temporal
By first examining these systems by characterizing their chemical and physical properties, a
foundational understanding of the individual facets unique to each erosion type can be established. It
would be incomplete, however, if the investigation were not to move further up-scale to observe changes
made over various time scales and at different latitudes. Perhaps one of the more difficult aspects of
erosion studies is the variety across spatial and temporal scales; particularly when it comes to measuring
cross-scale erosion rates (Zweifel, Meusburger, & Alewell, 2019). Despite the extreme complexity involved, the variety in mountain age, type and formational development patterns has inspired researchers
to develop a number of methods that attempt to analyse erosion rates across time.

Figure 3: High-res orthophoto showing various erosion types observed on site in the Urseren Valley in the Alps,
Switzerland. Sheet erosion, livestock trails and shallow landslides can be observed with the naked eye and are explored by Zweifel, et al., to understand temporal and spatial relatability to one another. (Zweifel, Meusburger, &
Alewell, 2019)

Significant changes in erosional effects were observed between the years of 2000 and 2016 in the
Urseren Valley in the Swiss Alps; the extent of these effects can be seen as depicted in Figure 3 via
orthophotos obtained via Swiss Image. Several types of influences were documented as contributors to
this development including management decisions made in the region, livestock trails, sheet erosion and
shallow landslides (Zweifel, Meusburger, & Alewell, 2019).
Traditional methods used for erosion monitoring in the field are expensive, time intensive and
quite complex to carry out (Dingle, Sinclair, Attal, Rodés, & Singh, 2018). With the advancement of
remote sensing (RS) technologies, researchers are now able to obtain high-resolution orthophotos and
imagery of sites subject to erosion. Zweifel, et al., explore soil erosion rates in the Urseren Valley of the
Swiss Alps over a 16-year period. The observed increase in erosion rate is documented through subimagery analysis taken from high-resolution orthophotos with RGB spectral information obtained by
8

SwissImage and cross comparisons made with the assistance of local knowledge of rates within the
Alps. Effects of increased annual temperatures, frequency and intensity of precipitation events, extreme
changes in snow patterns as well as anthropogenic influences such as intensification of pasture use are
all contributing to increasing soil erosion rates in Alpine regions (Zweifel, Meusburger, & Alewell,
2019). The results found that there was a 156% increase in degradation area during the study period of
16 years (from 2000-2016). This rate of increase can be seen as demonstrated in Figure 4 and was defined by Zweifel et al., to be attributed to the following four erosion triggers: shallow landslides (3%),
livestock trails (5%), sheet erosion (46%) and management effects (46%). The spatial extent which each
erosion-rate/type occupies at the end of the study period must be considered in tandem with the amount
of increase to accurately assess the effect of a particular erosion influence.

Figure 4: Zones of susceptibility to erosion in the Urseren Valley documented in 2000 and 2016; depicting a
consistent influence from shallow landslides (purple), significant influence of management effects (blue) and
subsequent livestock trails at lower elevations (1500-1750m). Sheet erosion variability was observed over both
temporal and spatial scales (yellow). (Zweifel, Meusburger, & Alewell, 2019).

3) Geomorphic Systems Interaction
As previously mentioned, structuring the chemical versus physical processes first, then how they
interact with one another throughout the environment, to establish a rudimentary base. Next, the investigation of erosion and denudation activity across spatial and temporal scales further deepens the breadth
of nuance and complexity through a more historically comprehensive and globally inclusive manner. It
is important then, to next highlight the spatial nature of erosion and denudation with particular regard to
the myriad of cross-interaction between processes within and amongst regions and mountain ranges
around the world. As a continuation of the 4D-model of analysis, the interaction between erosion processes is presented here as the ‘horizontal’ element where characteristics present in 3D space influence
the rates and type of change which may occur in a particular region. Using a case study from the Swiss
Alps, Steinemann and Ochs argue that, through the unique combination of rock type, site-specific topography and the individual processes of abrasion and plucking, the limestone bedrock site of the Tsanfleuron glacier was subject to a higher rate of physical erosion, than that of chemical erosion. This finding was unexpected for two reasons; the first, being that limestone is known for its’ qualities in being a
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‘soft’ rock and is traditionally associated with high erosion rates, and secondly as the calculated rate of
erosion of the sample sites was several orders of magnitude lower than values measured at similar sites.
The vast and predominantly horizontal limestone bedding (Fig. 5a), in conjunction with a highly developed karst system (Fig. 5b) enabled this significantly low occurrence of erosion (Steinemann, et al.,
2020). And while basal sliding, and consequential glacial erosion is highly correlated with the availability of subglacial meltwater, this unique case can perhaps offer insight into glacial degradation monitoring at high-elevations and why erosion may occur at lower or higher rates, depending on the physical
conditions present. The authors suggest that studying limestone plateau-glacial erosion interaction can
assist further research in alpine glaciology with regard to alpine landscape development by providing a
more nuanced approach to analysing erosion rates.
Figure
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system (c), sediment striation forming from glacier
(d) (Steinemann, et al., 2020).

4) Sediment Transport Hazards
The degree to which changes in mass movements and erosion patterns may expose a given area
to future hazards is a subject which can be explored through the coupled examination of field observations via traditional methods and through the integration of remote sensing data analysis (Morino, et al.,
2019). With natural hazards and extreme weather events now responding to a rapidly warming climate,
the need for investigation in the field of hazards research, risk analysis and disaster mitigation becomes
obvious. Contemporary investigations in these fields have begun examining changes manifesting not
only in the processes or behaviour of the events themselves, but also the impact these modifying hazard
events leave on the landscape. As these dynamic systems continuously reshape and form landscapes;
researchers have established a number of methods to observe, document and analyse such changes.
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Many techniques may assist observation studies through the implementation of remote sensing analysis
either via multispectral, high-resolution imagery analyzation or through LiDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging) and digital elevation modelling (DEM). With the onset of severe and rapid temperature and
weather pattern changes, many temperate/mid-latitude, polar and alpine climates, in particular, have
begun experiencing a changing magnitude and occurrence of extreme hazard events (Ergenzinger,
1994). The following case study examines one such scenario, in which debris flow behaviour is monitored in attempt to quantify geomorphological changes to the Westfjords in the north-western region of
Iceland.
In 2018, Morino, et al., studied the behaviour of debris flow tracks and slope failures in the town
of Isafjoerdeur, Iceland. The team was interested in ascertaining which debris flow process dominates
in exposing the below town to mass wasting related risks. Through the employment of LiDAR elevation
model and aerial photography analysis collected in 2007 and then again in 2013, two new debris-flow
tracks were discovered (Morino, et al., 2019). Combined with historically heavy and sustained precipitation and rapid snowmelt, the site is known to be subject to these as main contributors of rapid mass
movements, the intent of this study, however was to examine changes made to the landscape, and what
effect these changes will have on future mass movement events. Slope failure of previously active flows
enabled the necessary conditions for one of the hypothesized triggering processes to develop; where a
steep bedrock passage accumulates debris and is then transported with the assistance of water, in a process known as the fire-hose effect. The variably sorted glacial till situated on the Gleidarhjalli bench, is
comprised itself of a highly unstable mix of clasts ranging from pebble sized to meter-wide boulders as
well as a conglomerate of clay, silt and sand. Previously established chutes can be seen carved horizontally into the bedrock in the upper portion of Figure 6; which source of the majority of sediment transported during active debris flows on this site.
The presence of talus material and recently deposited debris flow sediment on the slope below
the rock wall also indicates the potential for flow track development in other sections of the exposed
slope. With the exception of minimal moss, short grass and patches of sparse bushes, the lack of vegetation and trees also exposes the slope to further increase in erosional processes (Elwell & Stocking,
1976). Municipal authorities have implemented a number of hazard defence measures along the subchannel deposition sections such as ditches and structural barriers. Utilizing digital elevation models
and LiDAR imagery collected by the UK Natural Environment Research Council’s Airborne Research
Facility Data Analysis Node (NERC-ARF-DAN), Morino and her team were able to generate and interpolate datasets which then could be cross analysed. Postprocessing correction using an iterative closest
point (ICP) algorithm, allowed the team to integrate LiDAR data collected in 2007, which contained
point data errors up to 2m. This, in combination with nearly identical data collected from the site in
2013, the mean value of normal distances from the two data acquisition dates was calculated at 0.49m
(standard deviation of 0.28m), which was rounded to define the threshold of minimal level change detection as -/+0.5m (Morino, et al., 2019). This data was then interpreted by ArcGIS as a Triangulated
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Irregular Network (TIN), then re-rasterized into a DEM which could be used to calculate elevation
changes and volumes from 2007 to 2013; creating a DEM of difference (DoD).
Initial results found an insignificant level of change detection (less than the established -/+0.5m
threshold) for 89% of the study site. Drawing from previous investigations (Goulden and Hopkinson,
2010), errors found in the DEMs/LiDAR ultimately appear in the subsequent DoD. This becomes a
particular issue in LiDAR data where slope steepness is significant, changes in highly dense vegetation
(non-applicable in this study), misaligned data sets or point cloud density differences. Measurement
errors eventually recur in subsequent information derived from the original datasets and must be corrected in order to be of valid contribution (Reuter, et al., 2009). To circumnavigate the effects of such
errors, the principle metrics used were based on the errors in volume calculations by relative absolute
and percentage errors using the DEM of Difference (DoD). Four debris-flow (DF) tracks demonstrated
significant geomorphic change; the two largest DF tracks were then chosen and analysed, 1DF (Fig. 7)
and 2DF (not pictured). The findings show the erosion volume of 1DF to be more than twice the amount
of depositional value; while, “[the] net sediment budget should be near zero… the deposits of the terminal lobes that reached the defensive protections were removed by the local authorities,” (Morino, et al.,
2019).

Figure 6: Study site above
the town of Ísafjörður, Iceland. The examined types of
debris flow (DF) tracks can
be seen (2DF – image a +
11DF, 12DF and 1DF – image b). Talus fans are present (b) above the chutes,
near the rock cliff and deposits near the crown (a)
above the chutes and erosion channels below. Dotted
white lines represent chute
which are being developed.
Image obtained July 26,
2013. (Morino, et al., 2019)
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Figure 7: Changes observed in elevation, measured in meters of 1DF; obtained by differential elevation calculation observed between 2007 and 2013 atop hill shade model created using LiDAR data collected in 2013 (A).
Volume change locations and extent are distinguished between sediment removed (erosion/blue) and sediment
deposited (deposition/red) also derived from 2013 LiDAR data (B). Prevailing erosional and depositional pattern
changes via aerial photographs (C + D) combined with sketches of significant erosion and deposition features
atop transparent aerial photographs of C + D (E + F). (Morino, et al., 2019)

Through the use of LiDAR differencing, DEM and DoD methods, geomorphic quantification
and characterization of DF tracks at the steepest slopes can be analysed to understand the influence of
slope angle on erosional patterns ,” (Morino, et al., 2019). Adding to the repertoire of techniques geomorphologists can employ in the investigation of changing rates of erosion in alpine regions and the
effect of landscape change on future erosional patterns. The examination of debris-flow prone regions
is a critical aspect in survey work that contributes to mountain hazards and subsequent risk analysis, and
disaster mitigation efforts.

5) Methods
In order to quantify erosion/denudation, their rate is defined as the ratio between a change in
surface position with respect to a benchmark delta h, and a change in time (delta t) for the same setting:
Equation 1

𝐸=

∆ℎ
∆𝑡
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There is a large amount of variety for methods and techniques which can be divided into dating and
survey methods. Both can be extrapolated on the catchment-scale, which will be addressed separately,
too. Firstly, to determine long-term denudation rates through dating, marker surfaces or deposits that
record the former elevation/position of a feature of interest are compared to its present position and thus
the vertical difference represents delta h. We obtain delta t after measuring the age of the marker surface
or deposit (see chapter 5.1) (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 109). Secondly on the catchment-scale, bedrock
erosion rates can indirectly be obtained by measuring or estimating the material discharged from a certain area and upscaling the findings to long timescales (see chapter 5.2).The third group of erosion rates
can be determined by survey methods (see chapter 5.3). One example is represented by the idea of
sediment yield (SY) to calculate local erosion rates (see Equation 2).
Equation 2

𝑆𝑌 =

Equation 3

∆𝑚
𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑡

𝜌=

Equation 4

𝑆𝑌 =

𝑚
↔𝜌∗𝑉 =𝑚
𝑉
Equation 5

𝜌∗𝑉
𝐴 ∗ ∆𝑡

𝑆𝑌 =

𝜌 ∗ ∆ℎ
∆𝑡

Necessary for this approach is the knowledge about the total mobilized mass (delta m), which
has been collected from an Area (A) during a time period (delta t). If the density of the eroded material
is known (ρ), the total eroded volume (V) can be estimated (Equation 3). After inserting Equation 3 into
Equation 2 we get Equation 4. The ratio of volume and area is equal to the height (delta h), so that
Equation 5 is equal to Equation 1 (above). In the following chapter some important methods to determine
denudation/erosion rates will be explained, following the concept of measuring and dating the changes
in position and time.

5.1) Dating methods
Amongst other things, fluvial terraces, moraines, sculptured fluvial surfaces and caves, as well
as lava flows and tephras or travertine can be used as marker surfaces or deposits for dating methods
(Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 110). All of them record the former elevation/position of a feature of interest and by observing the difference between the position of the marker and the present position, the
erosion rate can be calculated by measuring the age of the marker.
Cosmogenic exposure dating can be used to date bedrock and alluvial surfaces (Gosse &
Phillips, 2001), ranging over a temporal scale from 100 to around 1 million years, and a spatial scale of
10 to 100 meters (compare Figure 8). The method relies on the production of cosmogenic isotopes in
materials at or near the Earth’s surface. In nuclear reactions, secondary cosmic rays produce cosmogenic
14

Figure 8: Overview of field methods to determine erosion rates with their applicable temporal and spatial
scale (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 121)

nuclides in minerals which are located in the top few meters of soil or bedrock (Lal & Peters, 1967).
The rate of production is depth-dependent, so if the dependence is known the concentration of cosmogenic nuclides can be estimated. Assuming that the surface has not been disturbed in any way - including
erosion - the simple exposure dating can yield the exposure time to cosmogenic rays of any surface
containing suitable material, such as quartz, feldspar or Calcite (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 111).
10

Be (Berrilium 10) is an ideal isotope in surface dating because it is produced from the parent

isotope oxygen-16, which is abundant in quartz, the most common mineral on the Earth’s surface. The
high resistance to the loss of most cosmogenic nuclides, its abundance in silicate rocks and sediments,
its simple target chemistry and resistance to chemical weathering make quartz the mineral of choice.
(von Blanckenburg, 2006, p. 226). After dissolving 10Be and 26Al (Aluminium 26) samples in hydrofluoric acid to remove surface contamination from meteoric Be, Be and Al are extracted using chromatographic techniques. Afterwards, measuring the concentration is executed by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) (von Blanckenburg, 2006, p. 228).
Under the assumptions that the surface is not stable but has been eroding at a constant rate and
over a long temporal scale, the denudation rate can be estimated. The production of nuclides is equal to
the removal of nuclides at the surface by denudation (von Blanckenburg, 2006). Then the concentration
of cosmogenic nuclides in a sample represents the amount of time the sample took to travel from several
meters depth to the surface and is inversely proportional to the denudation rate (Lal, 1991). In Figure 9
this method is visualized, also showing that the first block of eroded rock surface is buried under new
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layers, causing the production of cosmogenic nuclides to stop again. Since the quantification of denudation rates of an entire landscapes depends on the analysis of many representative soil and bedrock
samples from diverse geomorphic settings in such a landscape, an alternative approach has been used
on the catchment-scale and will be described below.
Several methods exist to date sedimentary deposits in order to gain knowledge on the surface movements.
Three of them shall be explained briefly. The necessary
process for Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
is ionizing radiation which leads to electrons becoming
trapped within a mineral on higher energy levels than
their base state. Stimulation by light may cause them to
fall back into their base state, while emitting a photon during the process. OSL uses this effect in the dating of
quarts and potassium feldspar grains (Wallinga, 2002).
More precisely, the amount of luminescence upon optical
stimulation is measured so that the amount of time since
the bleaching of the material by exposure to sunlight can
be obtained. Consequently, timing of deposition and burial of fine grained (silt to fine sand) sediment that has remained undisturbed since deposition can be estimated
(Turowski & Cook, 2017). Another method is radiocarFigure 9: Cosmogenic exposure dating.

bon dating. Cosmic rays in the atmosphere produce Car-

For slow surface denudation rates, eroded

bon-14 (14C), which becomes incorporated into organic

material contains high nuclides concentra-

matter through respiration. Due to the time dependent pro-

tions (top), for fast surface denudation

portion of 14C in the organic material since the death of the

rates, the eroded material contains low nu-

organism, the maximum age of the deposit containing dat-

clide concentrations (bottom) (Quantifying
Process Rates, n.d.)

able organic matter can be estimated. The applicable dating
time span going back 50,000 years depends on 14C half-life

of 57340 years (Walker, 2005). U-series dating of paedogenic carbonate dates carbonate accumulations
after deposition, thus giving estimates of a minimum age for soils and gravel deposits (Schwarcz, 1989).
Carbonates enriched in Uranium (U) and highly depleted in Thorium (TH) have a different solubility
(Turowski & Cook, 2017). Carbonate precipitated from these waters therefore contains negligible initial
Thorium, so as Urianium-234 decays to Thorium-230, the age of the carbonate is tracked by the relative
abundance of the two elements. Because all nuclides of U-TH decay are radioactive, the system eventually reaches secular equilibrium, enabling the measuring of maximum ages of ~500 kyr (Turowski &
Cook, 2017, p. 111).
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Uncertainties of the measurements derive from different sources. Firstly, each dating method
carries errors, which include analytical uncertainties and those associated with assumptions required by
a given method. Secondly, errors arise regarding the relationship between the measured ages and the
histories of the marker surface. The methods have a different susceptibility to later modification, and
the meaning of the measured ages can significantly be altered by events such as reworking, erosion and
later deposition on marker features. Although the processes might be unsteady, the methods measure
average rates, which can lead to biases depending on the measurement period and
misinterpretation of typical rates of erosion
(Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 111f).

5.2) Catchment-scale measurements
In order to increase the spatial scale
without taking innumerable samples, measurements of denudation are made on the
catchment scale where the quantification of
the total volume of material that has been
eroded from the considered area over a
given time period is analysed (Turowski &
Figure 10: Catchment approach using cosmogenic
nuclides. The production of nuclides in the catchment
(Area A) “In” and their export through river sediment

Cook, 2017, p. 118).
The above described method of cos-

“Out”. The mass flux can be calculated if the production

mogenic nuclides can be used to measure

equals the outbound flux by denudation. To obtain the

denudation rates at point locations, allowing

catchment-wide denudation rate, the mass flux is divided

for the exploration of spatial variability in

by catchment area A and the rocks density (von

denudation rates. A sediment sample col-

Blanckenburg, 2006, p. 228).

lected at the outlet of a catchment is as-

sumed to be an aggregate of grains that originate from parts upstream (von Blanckenburg, 2006, p. 228).
Since these sediments are eroded at different rates from different source areas, they inherit different
nuclide concentrations. The natural mixing that occurs through hillslopes and fluvial transport processes
leads to a homogenisation of nuclides in the downstream sediment. Using area-weighted elevation bands
or a digital topographic model of the catchment, the catchment-wide production rate is scaled (von
Blanckenburg, 2006, pp. 228-229)After meeting a number of assumptions, the concentration in a sample
provides an average denudation rate for the drainage area upstream of the sampling location. Such assumptions are steady denudation rates over the integration time period, representative and well-mixed
sediment at the sampling point, or negligible post-erosion accumulation of isotopes (during transport or
temporary storage) and an even (or known) distribution of the relevant mineral throughout the catchment
(Granger & Riebe, 2014).
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Denudation on longer timescales can be estimated by using low-temperature thermochronometers, making use of the temperature-dependent diffusion of radioactive decay products (U-Th,
40Ar) or the annealing of damage resulting from decay (fission tracks) in rocks or crystals (Herman,
Rhodes, Braun, & Heiniger, 2010). At high temperatures, daughter products diffuse and fission tracks
anneal quickly without accumulating. However, at low temperatures, diffusion and annealing are insignificant and daughter products and fission tracks increase. The material specific temperature that
separates these two regimes is the closure temperature of the system (Error! Reference source not
found. and 12).

Figure 11: (above) Cold and hot regimes are separated by the Closure Temperature (Szameitat, 2015).
Figure 12: (right) Different cooling temperatures
(Doepke, 2017, p. 55) adapted after Carlson 2011.

Examples are Helium-dating or Fission Track Dating to investigate the cooling of rocks. The
radioactive isotopes 238Uranium, 235Uranium, 232Thorium and 147Samarium, which can be found in many
minerals, decay via alpha-decay and so produce alpha-particles (4He atoms) in the process (see Error!
Reference source not found.) or create small fissures in the crystal lattice (see Figure 14). The concentration of daughter products or fission tracks in a sample depends on the time which the sample has spent
below the closure temperature, the diffusion kinetics of the system and the cooling rate of each sample.
This concentration will then be used to calculate the latter. If the geothermal gradient is known, thermochronology can be used on a single sample. Otherwise, multiple thermochronometric systems with a
range of closure temperatures must be available, so that cooling and exhumation can be estimated over
multiple timescales in a single sample (Herman, et al., 2013). For two minerals with different closure
temperatures regarding this method, we are able to tell when the rock was last at the temperature of
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lower boundary of closure temperature which can be translated into a specific depth in meters (e.g.
closure temperatures for apatite and zircon range from 90-120°C and 200-350°C respectively and correspond to depths of around 5 km and 14 km (Szameitat, 2015).
When making use of sedimentary records, the volume deposited in the stratigraphic unit above
a datable layer has to be estimated and the deposition rate can be calculated when divided by its age.
The erosion rate in the catchment supplying the material can be obtained by assuming it is equal to the
deposition rate, neglecting transfer times and catchment-internal storage of sediments. Either a reliable
age is known (e.g. from volcanic ash or varves) or samples have to be dated using some of the techniques
described above. (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 120)
Figure 143: Helium decay: If the crystal/rock is below closure temperature, the parent isotopes (blue
circles) decay into He-atoms (green circles) depending on the decay constant and temperature. At a too
high temperature, vibrations of the crystal lattice
(framework of atoms that make up the crystal) increase allowing the Helium to be lost through diffusion (Szameitat, 2015)

Figure 14: Fission Tracks: The spontaneous fission
of

238

U into two smaller atoms creates a small fis-

sure in the crystal lattice which is typically about
15-20 µm long. This tiny little 'path of destruction'
can be made visible within the crystals by etching
them. This process is also related to a decay constant: the number of 'fission tracks' increases with
time - so the older a grain is the more tracks we will
see. Additionally, this fission creation depends on
temperature. If it is too hot the vibrations of the
crystal lattice will 'heal' the fission tracks by allowing atoms to jump back into their original position
(Szameitat, 2015)

Glacier Lake Fillings are a specific example of this method. The idea behind it is, that sediment
volumes which are trapped in temporarily closed (glacier-shaped lake) basins and over-deepened valleys
allow for the determination of denudation rates for the time of closure. The successive infilling is related
to the erosional process activity in their drainage basins and therefore the key to quantifying the processes (Hinderer, 2001, p. 232). As soon as lakes existed, all the incoming sediments were trapped inside, so that since then, the accumulated sediment volumes record the mechanical denudation rates of
the drainage basins. Using well data, seismic lines and geomorphological methods sediment volumes
can be determined and results show cross sections such as in .
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Figure 15: Principal types of Alpine
valley infills (Hinderer, 2001, p. 239)

The knowledge on the shape of the valley is crucially important and the calculation is not trivial (for
further reading see Hinderer, 2001). The sediment volumes can be used to estimate mechanical denudation rates if porosity or dry bulk density, denudation area and time period of depositions are known as
well as for calculating sediment yield (see Equation 2) (Hinderer, 2001, p. 240).

5.3) Survey
These techniques estimate delta h by surveying the shape of a surface of interest at two or more
points in time. After comparing the measurements, they can calculate erosion or deposition rates after
measuring the change in time, usually with a clock. The challenge lies in precisely measuring delta h,
since every survey method itself is associated with a specific accuracy and precision. A second source
of error is the challenging identification of benchmark points that are stable over time without affecting
the outcome of the measurement (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 112).
A straight-forward and bottom-up approach for estimating the long-term debris flux rate on the century
timescale, can be applied for glacier debris cover flux rates. It is based on back-calculations of the present position of debris deposits on the glacier which are related to the contributing rock wall. Required
parameters for this approach are the debris cover thickness of the glacier (h), glacier flow velocity (v)
and its width (w) as well as the contributing area on the rock wall (A).
The sediment flux (f) is the product of velocity, width and debris thickness (see Equation 6), and the
erosion rate (is the ratio of sediment flux and the contributing area (see Equation 7):
Equation 6

Equation 7

𝑓 =𝑣∗𝑤∗ℎ

𝑟=
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𝑓
𝐴

The availability of quick high-resolution topographic measurements in the field have increased over the recent decades. Passive technologies that rely on ambient lighting such as photogrammetry are used for generating Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from aerial and satellite images. Due
to the low resolution and accuracy, they used to be useless for measuring bedrock erosion. However,
with advent of low-cost unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and structure-from-motion (SfM) technique
and software, photogrammetry has seen a surge in recent years. SfM enables the creation of three-dimensional point clouds from randomly oriented photographs without the need for independent camera
calibration, so that the generation of high resolution point clouds with high accuracy is cheap and easy
(Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 116).
Active technologies rely on the analysis of the reflected return of a signal sent by the device and
famous applications are Terrestrial Laser Scanning (type of a lidar instrument), structured light scanning
and RIM. Lidar is an active technology that uses reflected laser pulses to measure the distance between
the scanner and objects that reflect the laser beam. RIM is a relatively new active time-of flight technology for surface-distance measurements. It is constructed similar to a camera, but in addition to brightness
data, distance information is recorded for each individual pixel. Its light design and mobility are advantages when used in difficult terrain and it has a high recording frequency. (Turowski & Cook, 2017,
p. 116)

Figure 16: Topographic surface measurements. UAVs (A) are able to create DEMs (B) with the SfM technique
and control points. A Terrestrial Laser Scanner (C) can gather data in order to create the Lidar DEM (D),
where the surface is represented very accurately. Unfortunately, ground-based measurement in complex topography (e.g. overhangs) shows results with no data (white parts) in shadowed surface (Turowski & Cook,
2017, p. 117).
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Knowledge on the change in elevation is derived by comparing DEMs before and after erosion. The
most common and straightforward method of topographic comparison is to create DEMs from point
clouds measured at different times, then subtract the DEMs to obtain a DEM of difference (DoD). Unfortunately, this method has some drawbacks: First, in order to create a DEM, the raw data needed is
often irregularly distributed and interpolates points as necessary to create a regularly spaced grid. Errors
depending on roughness of the surface, gaps in the point cloud and the resolution of the data can be
introduced. Second, a single height value is associated with each location, differences can only be calculated normal to a single fixed plane. (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 117)
By comparing different DEMs (DoD = DEMs of Difference) the vertical erosion rates for an
area can be calculated by diving the change in elevation by difference in time. For complex surfaces,
including e.g. overhangs or vertical walls, this approach is problematic. A huge advantage is that the
whole earth can be examined remotely and knowledge even in distant areas can be gained. Additionally,
this method is comparably cheap and time saving since no expensive equipment has to be installed in
particular positions. (Turowski & Cook, 2017, p. 117)

6) 4th Dimension of Change: Time
In order to answer the question of what drives erosion and denudation, many studies regarding
changing rates in the past have been conducted. According to Herman et al. (2013) the balance between
tectonics and climate, and their interaction through erosion, is reflected by the Earth’s continental topography. Consequently, changes in tectonics or climate would lead to a change in topography and
erosion rates (Herman, et al., 2013, p. 423). In this section, case studies that span geological time scales
will be presented, addressing important issues of changing erosion rates and plausible causes for their
alteration. Throughout this section, temporal and spatial scale are reduced step by step, and finally arriving at today’s time.

6.1) Pliocene-Pleistocene: Rapid Acceleration of Erosion
Using the method of inversion of thermochronological data (see section 5.2), Herman et al.
(2013) were able to cover significant temporal (Pliocene = 6 Myr ago) and spatial (worldwide) scales.
Results found that erosion rates increased during the Cenozoic cooling period. In detail, mountain erosion rates increased around 6 Myr ago but most rapidly 2 Myr ago. Comparing two timeframes (6-4 Myr
and 2 Myr-now), the acceleration of erosion rates became visible (see Error! Reference source not
found.). At intermediate latitudes of 25°–50°, substantial changes in erosion rates are observed.
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Several reasons can explain this increase.
According to Herman et al. (2013), climate change is
the most plausible and globally synchronous process
affecting erosion, taking place in active and inactive
mountain belts. Climate change coincides with glacial and interglacial cycles, whose amplitude and frequency are potentially responsible for the increase in
erosion rates due to the fact that geomorphic processes never reach equilibrium with climate
(Herman, et al., 2013). Deglaciation and ice retreat
can also lead to an increase in landslide frequency
Figure 17: Cut-out from the GSA Geologic Time
Scale v. 4.0. Depicted periods and epochs are
highlighted (Gradstein, Ogg, & Schmitz, 2012, p. 5)

and magnitude (Holm, Bovis, & Jakob, 2004), which
are great contributors to large mass movements. Furthermore, frost creep and gelifluction are also known

to increase the mobility of soil or regolith on hillslopes and these two processes are most efficient at the
transitions between warm and cold conditions, i.e. glacial/interglacial cycles (Anderson, 2002). Rates
of glacial carving are largely controlled by ice volume and ice flux; whose amounts depend on cooling
and precipitation. Therefore, long term magnitude of glacial erosion is primarily influenced by changes
in magnitude rather than changes in frequency of glacial/interglacial cycles (Herman, et al., 2013). Periglacial processes fracture surface rock and prepare it so that glaciers transport blocks and make erosion
easier. Several other studies have observed an increase related to change in frequency and/or amplification of glaciations. Plausible reasons point to a mismatch or pre-conditioning of landscapes formed by
glacial or fluvial processes (Norton, Abbühl, & Schlunegger, 2010), the evaluation of glacial deposits

Figure 18: Mountain erosion rates for the past 2 Myr. An increase in mountain erosion rates since about 6
Myr ago was found, by nearly a factor of two for the Pleistocene compared to the Pliocene (Herman, et al.,
2013, p. 425).
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by rivers (Church & Ryder, 1972) and the effects of periglacial processes during glacial transitions and
ice retreat. A possible contribution to the increase in erosion in response to climate change could be
relief. Glaciation has led to an increase in local relief since the onset of glaciation (Champagnac, Molnar,
Sue, & Herman, 2012). Additionally, shifts in peak precipitation associated with Westerlies in the southern hemisphere played a role in setting glacial erosion patterns (Herman & Brandon, 2015), therefore
contributing to changing erosion rates.
Increasing mountain erosion rates cause an increase in sediment fluxes on a global scale. Their
relative contribution to the global production in sediments is about 50 %, although covering about 10 %
of the emerged land (Herman & Champagnac, 2016, p. 7). Concluding that climate affects erosion rates,
the question arises, however, of whether an erosional/climate feedback exists. One option is that an
increase in physical erosion leads to an increase in surface area of fresh minerals, thus enhancing increased silicate weathering. Consequently, pelagic sedimentation rates through the supply of Ca and Si
nutrients to the ocean increase (Raymo, Ruddiman, & Froelich, 1988) , which serves as a CO2 sink. A
second option might be the burial of terrestrial organic carbon which can be very efficient at sequestering
CO2 in the ocean and is correlated with physical erosion. Erosion enhances the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere which promotes cooling. The cooling temperatures support glaciation and closing the cycle. To conclude, erosion can promote a drawdown of atmospheric CO2, so that the advent of
higher-resolution CO2 proxy and a continuously increasing number of thermochronometric data and
methods may shed light in the future (Herman, Rhodes, Braun, & Heiniger, 2010).

6.2) Late Quaternary: Denudation of the Alps
The next case study covers a temporal scale from 140 kyr ago until today and reduces its spatial
scale to the Alps. In order to study the climatic control and quantitative changes of sediment supply from
mountain ranges during the Quaternary, Hinderer (2001) used Alpine denudation-accumulation systems
with a lacustrine sink. He made use of Sedimentary records in Glacier Lake Fillings (see section 5.2) in
16 valleys and calculated paleo sediment yields (since the Last Glacial Maximum LGM), which were
then compared to modern sediment yields. When post-LGM (=Late Glacial Maximum) denudation is
compared to modern denudation, the interplay of production and transport of sediments has to be kept
in mind. During the transition from the Late Glacial to the Holocene, climatic and environmental conditions in the Alps changed markedly, affecting weathering regimes, erosion and sediment transport
(Hinderer, 2001, p. 233).
The sediment supply from a catchment to its basin is a function of two processes:
1. Production of sediment by weathering, gelifluction, landslides, and glacial abrasion and
2. Sediment transport via rivers, glaciers or air (Leeder, 1997).
The interplay is defined as the paraglacial cycle and is further described in the Additional Information
section below.
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In this study the sediment volume from pre-alpine valleys and lake basins were converted to
denudation rates. Although relief is often stated as the primary control on denudation rates (Hinderer,
2001, p. 12), this study focuses on the control of discharge and land cover (portion of bare rocks, forests
and glaciers). The results show, that the control of rock types on sediment yield is not evident and seems
to be overprinted by other factors, meaning that although it could have an effect on sediment yield, other
factors such as relief are more dominant. The best correlation is found for forest cover, with a significant
negative coefficient, meaning that the denser the forest cover the lower the sediment yield. Furthermore,
significant control of glaciers on sediment yield in small glaciated Alpine drainage basins is less evident
than for the large drainage basins considered. Although river discharge and proportion of unvegetated
areas show the exceeded tendency of a positive correlation, they are insignificant. The ambiguous role
of unvegetated areas might be due to their various erodibilities, e.g. rock surfaces, debris cones, and
fine-grained tills (Hinderer, 2001, pp. 248-250).For comparison with contemporary characteristics,
modern rates were taken from river loads and delta surveys. The Western Central Alps exhibit higher
sediment yields than external basins or eastern Alps for both time slices (past and today). All drainage
basins show higher post-LGM than modern denudation rates. Slope characteristics of a drainage basin
had no significant control on the higher post-LGM denudation rates in the Alps, whereas changes of
weathering regime and erosion processes had. During the Late Glacial, the climatic change was strongest
and the high denudation rates caused fast changes of the morphometric relationships between denudation
and accumulation areas. Major deglaciations represent outstanding peaks of sediment supply lasting not
much longer than five thousand years (Hinderer, 2001, p. 255).
Several conclusions can be drawn from this study. Because of accelerated denudation and sediment supply during deglaciation post-LGM mean denudation rates exceed modern rates by factors ranging from two to 14, with a mean factor of 5.5 (which is outstandingly high in comparison to Error!
Reference source not found.). Calculated mechanical denudation rates vary between 250 and 1050
mm/ka. These values correspond to modern river loads of humid or partly glaciated mountain regions
(Hinderer, 2001, p. 243). The effective Late Glacial Denudation (LGD) rates are even higher because
Holocene mean denudation rates must have been in the order of present denudation rates. The LGD rates
were five to 35 times higher than modern rates. For modern times and during the LGM, relief is the
primary control on erosion. Discharge, glaciation and vegetation show mostly the expected tendency,
but their effects are largely overpowered by the strong impact of relief. A highly variable sediment
supply of more than one order of magnitude from mountain regions during Quaternary is suggested. The
rapid climatic variations prevented the establishment of a quasi-equilibrium between sediment production and sediment transport (see Figure 19). Glaciation intensifies climate-induced changes of denudation. During the early Holocene sediment yield declined to a minimum before some climatic deterioration and human activities again accelerated erosional processes (Hinderer, 2001, p. 258).
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6.3) Late Holocene: Denudation Rates for Eastern and Central Alps
Using a combination of denudation rate measurements with topographic, climatic and uplift
parameters, Norton et al. (2011) tried to distinguish between tectonic and geomorphic controls on erosion. The applied methods were Cosmogenic nuclides (10Be)-derived basin-averaged denudation rates
(see chapter 5.2), calculated to an average over the late Holocene timescale (0.5-3 kyr BP). Furthermore,
they conducted a lithologic and morphometric analysis where the topographic metrics were calculated
from a 30-m DEM derived from topographic maps.
While their results showed a good correlation between denudation rates and all morphometric parameters in the Central Alps (CA), they were non-existent in the Eastern Alps (EA). In the latter, denudation
rates as a whole were widely variable and loosely related to lithology. However, average denudation
rates are similar in the Eastern and Central Alps.

Figure 17: Large scatter of correlation between denudation rate and rock type, contrasting Eastern and Central
Alps (Norton, Von Blanckenburg, DiBiase, Schlunegger, & Kubik, 2011, p. 1170)

The lithologic analysis showed that denudation rates vary considerably with rock type. The relationship is not equally strong for all rock types, with the most homogeneous rates coming from both
weaker (Molasse and schist) and stronger (rhyolite and granite) lithologies (see Figure 17). Highest
variability is associated with gneisses and basins with mixed lithologies. The large scatter within individual lithologic groups shows a considerable variation in resistance to erosion for each bedrock class
which could be explained by differences in tectonic pre-conditioning through fracturing and the dip of
foliation. Instead of rock strength alone, erosion is controlled by sediment transport and thus by hillslope
and channel gradients, resulting in the large variability of denudation rates (see Figure 17) (Norton, Von
Blanckenburg, DiBiase, Schlunegger, & Kubik, 2011). As a result of glaciation, valleys and hillslopes
were well condition for high rates of Holocene erosion and rock uplift via isostatic compensation. Glacial sculpting and oversteepening of valleys during LGM caused increased Holocene denudation rates
in CA. Those valleys only experiencing Holocene fluvial dissection denude at low rates. The cumulative
effect of LGM glaciation in CA consists of the creation of steep, disequilibrium landscapes in which
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postglacial fluvial erosion rates are focused through enhanced stream power. The glaciation of CA during the Pleistocene was focused on the main topographic divide forming huge, glaciated areas with a
big erosive power. On the opposite, in the EA the glaciers showed a wider spatial distribution so that
the consequent fluvial erosion was less focused and fluvial Holocene denudation rates are smaller
(Norton, Von Blanckenburg, DiBiase, Schlunegger, & Kubik, 2011, pp. 1170-1176). This example
shows how important pre-conditioning through glaciers and their spatial distribution is for increased
erosion rates in post-glacial periods.

6.4) 20th Century: Rapid Topographic Changes and increased Erosion Rates
In order to show topographic changes and slope failures over half a century, Digital Terrain
Maps (DTM) and photographs were compared by Fischer et al. (2013). Recent slope failures caused
strong topographic changes and an increase in erosion over recent decades. In order to quantify and
compare erosion rates of the Monte Rosa east face, two methods were applied: a bottom-up approach
for long-term (century) denudation rates (see section 5.3), and a top-down one for recent years.
Using DTMs from 1988 and 2007, a total volume loss of 25*2016 m³ of mass was calculated,
as the elevation difference integrated over the area. The majority of the lost volume was ice as deducted
from a photo, but no quantitative assessment was possible. Estimating a relative amount of 20-30 %
bedrock material showed a mass loss of 5*106 m³ over 20 years, which can be converted to a sediment
flux of 250,000 m²/yr and an erosion rate of 50 mm/yr (Fischer, Huggel, Kääb, & Haeberli, 2013, p.
843). In order to compare the current erosion rate with the past century they made use of the earlier
described bottom-up approach (see section 5.3). Necessary information regarding width, velocity, area
and height were either taken from previous studies or surveyed on site. Applying Equation 6 and Equation 7 (see section 5.3) an erosion rate in the range of 0.9 to 1.8 mm/year for the 20th century was estimated. The assessment of erosion and debris flux rates showed that recent short-term debris flux rates
have increased by about two orders of magnitude and the erosion rates by one order of magnitude as
compared to 20th century averages. It was concluded, that small-scale rockfall and ice avalanche events
in glacierized high-mountain rock walls are common due to steepness, gravity and weathering. Under
current warming conditions, mass movement processes of similar magnitude and time periods are not
unique. Furthermore, air temperatures and related thermal penetration in surface and subsurface have a
strong influence on bedrock and glacier ice. Once started, topographic and ice-cover changes can lead
to a self-reinforcing mass movement cycle with iterative small and large-volume slope failure (Fischer,
Huggel, Kääb, & Haeberli, 2013, p. 844).
Spatial and temporal resolution go hand in hand, so that a decrease in either offers a closer look
into related processes. When comparing different studies, the covered time and spatial scale needs to be
considered and one should be aware of the limits of each methods.
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Figure

18:

Rapid

topographic

changes and increased erosion rates.
The first slope failure period in 1990
was followed by a phase of reduced
mass movement activity (1992-1998).
During 2001-2005 rockfall and debris flow activity from the newly icefree areas destabilized the glacier
causing an ice avalanche of 40m. As
a result of the uplifted glacier surface
the glacier lake Effimero was formed
(2001-2003) (Fischer, Huggel, Kääb,
& Haeberli, 2013, p. 839).

7 Summary/Conclusion
The four-dimensional approach helps to understand the changes of erosion/denudation throughout the landscapes (horizontal and vertical) but also back in time. Ever since, rates of erosion and denudation have been changing throughout geological timescales and scientists have focused on the comparison of rates for different time spans (a few examples were given in this paper for time periods during
the Quaternary, see section 6). Depending on the temporal scale of the study, only specific methods and
techniques can be applied and therefore restricting the spatial scale. Erosion/denudation rates are usually
averaged over time scales ranging from Millions of years (section 6.1), hundreds of thousands (section
6.2) and thousand (section 6.3) up to century or a single year (section 6.4).
The main drivers of erosion/denudation are still discussed. Relief however is often mentioned as a controlling mechanism although it might overpower others such as lithology or precipitation, too. Climate
change is globally affecting erosion and denudation processes therefore playing a crucial role for
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increasing and decreasing rates. In formerly glaciated areas, the effect of deglaciation and periglacial
processes were strengthened due to prior loosening of bedrock, dip foliation etc. by glacial erosion,
resulting in extraordinary high erosion rates (see section 6.1 and 6.2).
Gaining knowledge on past erosive events can help predict future mass movements and erosion patterns,
which plays a vital part in hazard mitigation and risk management. Through the advance of field techniques such as remote sensing and more precise dating methods studies can reveal more detail on the
nature of erosive processes which help in understanding and predicting future events and their effect on
the environment. One of many critical aspects in survey work is the examination of debris-flow prone
regions because it supports the analysis of mountain hazards with subsequent risks, resulting in disaster
mitigation efforts. Due to higher temperatures and self-reinforcing processes in mountain areas, severe
mass movement events such as rockfalls and ice avalanches become more likely. With respect to a
globally changing environment strategies are needed to secure a sustainable way of life. For example,
limiting factors for erosion/denudation such as a dense forest cover can be helpful in order to protect
livelihoods and can form part in hazard mitigation strategies.
The four dimensions of space and time are continuously changing parallel to erosion/denudation
rates, the latter forming part in the re-shaping of landscapes on Earth. A geomorphological approach
with its understanding of processes and landscapes in combination with methods from geophysics and
remote sensing can establish a foundation for hazard mitigation strategies. Those measures affect and
support livelihoods which depend on mountain regions for water, recreation, and habitat.
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Additional Information
The Paraglacial Cycle
This interplay of transport and production during a glacial/interglacial transition is defined as the paraglacial cycle: Sediment production during glacial times is dominated by subglacial erosion (abrasion) and
is much stronger below warm-based glaciers.

Figure 191: Production and transport of sediment during a glacial/interglacial transition in an Alpine foreland.
Implications for periods of sediment storage and sediment release (Hinderer, 2001, p. 234) adapted from (Church

& Ryder, 1972).

It is assumed, that sediment production during the LGM compared to Holocene is slightly larger. During
deglaciation, erosion and re-sedimentation of the slopes are dominant sediment sources because they
were mostly covered by thick moraines or soliflucted soils which used to be unprotected by vegetation
(Veit, 1988). Mass wasting on destabilized slopes became increasingly important showing some time
lag in its response. Mass wasting continued during interglacial times (van Husen, et al., 1995). During
glacial times, the transport of sediment is dominated by glacier action with limited distance of this
transport mode. The fluvial transport is also reduced due to the cold and dry climate, resulting in the
storage of large volumes of sediments in the glacier front (production > transport). The removal of major
parts due to increased meltwater discharge and wetter climate during deglaciation are responsible for a
peak of sediment transport (Church & Saymaker, 1989). The following interglacials are dominated by
rivers transporting major parts of available sediment to the foreland. Their load is higher than sediment
production because previously stored glacial sediments are still removed, even if interglacial climatic
conditions have stabilized (production < transport).
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